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Abstract 
Consideration of the conservation of energy and the equivalence of gravitational and inertial mass provides a description 
of motion in gravitational potentials which predicts an advance of the perihelia of the orbits of the solar planets by 
amounts similar to general relativity. This effect arises from an increase in the ratio of the angular momentum to the 
energy at smaller distances due to the relativistic expressions for length and gravitational mass which both depend on the 
potential. 
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1. Introduction 
The correct determination of the anomalous precession of the planet Mercury [1, 2] provides strong evidence for the 
validity of general relativity [3]. However, problems arise concerning the conservation of energy in this theory [4]. We 
propose a straight-forward resolution of these ambiguities by starting with energy conservation and using the concept of 
the equivalence of gravitational inertial mass. 
2. Discussion 
Our approach assumes the equivalence of gravitational and inertial mass which share the same velocity dependence, but 
corrects for a change in metric established by the relativistic energy E 
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where α is defined as 
2/ cGM        (2) 
G being the gravitational constant, c the speed of light, M a mass much larger than the test mass m0, and r0 the distance of 
m0 from the center of mass. This distance must be increased by the factor  
MmM /)( 0      (3) 
to obtain the mass-to-mass distance needed in Eq. 1, which contributes negligibly for the solar mass M>>m0. Eq. 1 
indicates that the metric viewed by an observer outside of the potential α/r0 will differ from that of a local observer by the 
factor 1-α/r0. For example, the wavelength of a photon, such as produced in matter-antimatter annihilation, climbing out 
of a potential would increase to λ0(1-α/r0)
-1
 relative to measurement (λ0) by a local observer. Since all of the original mass 
would convert to energy in such an event, an object with mass m0 and length l0 measured locally in a gravitational field 
would be determined outside of the field to have a mass m = m0(1-α/r0) and length l = l0/(1-α/r0). This affords a 
gravitational mass defect akin to the nuclear mass defect found in the transformations of atomic nuclei. Therefore, the 
mass m evident to a distant observer would correspond to 
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and the distance to 
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These relativistic effects would produce an apparent angular momentum η which with the substitutions in Eq. 4 and Eq. 5 
would be perceived to be 
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where ϕ is the polar angular coordinate. Solving for the time differential from Eq. 6 
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and substitution into the energy expression in Eq. 1, written as 
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with the usual change of variable to u = 1/r0 affords 
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This is an exact result. Terms greater than third order can be ignored for large distances, allowing simplification 
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Analytic evaluation of this expression and integration indicates that the third order term with coefficient 4α leads to an 
increase in the angle ϕ for a half period by about +6παu, which is offset by the amount -2παu in the denominator.  
Furthermore, the coefficient of the quadratic term in the numerator would contribute another -0.5παu, since for a nearly 
circular orbit η2 ~ αm0
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The total effect would be to increase the integral of Eq. 10 
uu  5.3)5.026(      (12) 
by about 3.5παu. Parameterization [5] of Eq. 10 indicates an advance of the precession of the perihelion of the planet 
Mercury by an additional 49.0”/century. Although this is somewhat higher than the value of 43.0”/century found from a 
ring model for planetary orbits, the observed secular motion of precession of the perihelion of Mercury is much larger 
(574.10±0.65‟‟/century [6, 7]) so that precise estimation of the amount due to the anomaly is difficult. A redetermination 
simulating the positions and motions of the planets and the Sun in eccentric non-coplanar orbits indicates that it probably 
is closer to 45.8”/century [8] with a margin of error of at least 3” [9-11]. 
An alternative attempt by Phipps [12] to reproduce this result from special relativity alone was shown by Peters [13, 14] 
to correspond to just 1.5παu. This lower value is due to omission of the gravitational correction to mass and distance, Eq. 
4 and Eq. 5, resulting in an angular momentum expression containing the kinematic correction alone 
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This affords from Eq. 1 
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to third order, for which the predicted anomalous precession derives about +3παu from the cubic term, -1παu from the 
denominator, and -0.5παu from the coefficient of the quadratic term, totaling +1.5παu. 
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The foregoing assessment reveals that predictions for the anomalous precessions depend on using the appropriate ratio of 
the relativistic energy to the coordinate angular momentum. The Schwarzschild solution of the weak-gravity field 
equations in polar coordinates for general relativity 
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admits two constants of integration, h and k, set by the boundary conditions [15, 16] 
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In these equations τ is the proper time and t is the coordinate time. Although h resembles the conservation of angular 
momentum, k differs from the relativistic energy E which should depend on the potential 1-αu. In contrast, the ratio η ≡ 
h/k depends on 1-2αu 
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suggesting that the coordinate distance is r(1-2αu)-1/2. This value will be close to r0(1-αu)
-1
 due to the gravitational 
contraction of length for small values of αu. Rewriting Eq. 15 in term of η 
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The integral of Eq. 18 is slightly larger than π by the second term in Eq. 19 
u 3      (19) 
Einstein estimated this additional amount to contribute about +43”/century to the advance of the aphelion of the planet 
Mercury when the eccentricity of the orbit is taken into account [15, 16]. Decision as to which affords the better 
prediction may be possible upon further refinement of the model used to treat planetary motion [5, 9]. 
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